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NR Not recommended.
Ad For collections that need additional material on the subject.
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SpR A book that will have appeal for the unusual reader only. Recommended for the special few who will read it.
/ Vec wFek% her own living for years, was at first hesitant
about establishing contact with her brother
^and /a^ng cixfh when he returned from a prisoner of war camp
because she was afraid she would lose her inde-
Ad Aistrop, Jack Bentley. Enjoying Pets. pendence. Then her aunt and uncle took up resi-
5-8 Vanguard, 1955. 240p. $3. dence in an old, abandoned castle that they had
Drawing on his own experiences with pets, the inherited, and Lent went to live with them and
author discusses the various kinds of animals work as secretary to her uncle, an entomologist.
that could be kept as pets, the advantages and At the castle she was re-united with her brother
disadvantages of each kind, briefly some of the and became a member of the theatre group with
problems of the care and feeding of each kind, whom he worked. As she helped her uncle and
and how to breed certain ones as a means of worked on the problems of the theatre group,
obtaining money to buy additional pets. The Leni gradually grew out of her shell to an aware-
chatty, informal tone of the writing occasion- ness of her responsibility toward the people
ally becomes condescending, especially when around her. A penetrating study of modern young
the author fails to give the reader credit for people and their problems that is, in some ways,
being able to retain the meaning of a technical more mature than the author's two earlier books.
term from one page to the next. The emphasis
on breeding pets for sale gives the book value; R Bishop, Claire (Huchet). The Big Loop;
as a guide to general pet care it is less satis- 6-8 illus. by Carles Fontsere. Viking, 1955.
factory than the Chrystie, Pets. (Little, Brown, 221p. $3.
1953). Twelve-year-old Andre Girard, a poor and
rather frail French boy, dreams of the day when
R Benary-Isbert, Margot. Castle on the he will own a racing bike and take part in the
8-12 Border; trans. from the German by famed Tour de France, the national sports event
Richard and Clara Winston. Harcourt, that occupies a place in the French sports world
1956. 277p. $3. comparable to the World Series in this country.
A teen-age novel set in post-war Germany. The story begins with Andre as a school boy and
Leni, orphaned by the war and forced to earn takes him through the years as he works to earn
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a bike, trains for the big race, and finally
achieves his moment of triumph as winner of the
Tour. This is more a story of French school and
family life than a sports story, and there is not
a great deal about the actual race. The greatest
appeal will be for readers who want a well writ-
ten, warmly sympathetic picture of modern
France.
NR Blackburn, Edith H. Land of the Silver
6-8 Spruce; A Story of the Colorado Rock-
ies. Abelard-Schuman, 1956. 173p.
$2.50.
A run-of-the-mill story of the early mining days
in the Colorado Rockies, told through the ex-
periences of young Gene Howard who came to
the small town of Empire with his father, step-
mother and young brother Cass. Mr. Howard
staked a claim and, with the help of an English
nobleman, managed to thwart the efforts of a
nearby mine owner to force him to sell out. The
characters are all stereotypes, and the situa-
tions range from the melodramatic to the ex-
cessively sentimental.
R Brown, Margaret Wise. Big Red Barn;
3-5 illus. by Rosella Hartman. Scott, 1956.
yrs. 33p. $2.25.
In rhymed prose the various animals that live
in and around the big red barn are described
as they go through the day's activities and
settle down to sleep at night. The text reads
aloud quite well except for an occasional awk-
ward spot in the rhythm. The illustrations are
pleasing and will give the book its greatest
appeal for young children.
Ad Brown, Margaret Wise. Home for a Bunny;
1-2 pictures by Garth Williams. Simon &
Schuster, 1956. 28p. (A Golden Book).
$2.50.
A trite story plot of a rabbit who starts out to
find a home, tries those of each of the animals
he meets, and finally settles for a burrow with
another rabbit. Garth Williams' pictures are
large and colorful, but tend to be "cute" rather
than realistic. The major value of the book will
be for its easy style which can be handled by
beginning readers.
NR Brucker, Margaretta. Big, Brave and
7-9 Handsome. Ariel, 1956. 184p. $2.75.
Jill Bentley, living in the small resort town of
Little Harbor, Michigan, with her widowed
mother, is resentful when her mother offers
to care for Jill's crippled cousin, Kathy, for a
summer. Kathy is wealthy and spoiled, and Jill
is certain she will ruin the summer. As an ad-
ditional problem, Jil's boy friend, Denny Sul-
lavan, refuses to conform to her plans for his
future. Jill wants him to go to college, but
Denny wants a career in major leaque baseball.
Kathy arrives, Denny falls for her, and the sum-
mer is just as bad as Jill had anticipated. How-
ever, before it ends Kathy has reformed, and by
the following Christmas Jill and Denny are re-
united. The characterizations lack depth and
reality. The author obviously has some values
in mind, but they are so poorly stated as to be
quite muddled and obscure. The writing is
mediocre, with frequent lapses into poor gram-
mar.
Ad Bulla, Clyde Robert. The Sword in the
1-6 Tree; illus. by Paul Galdone. Crowell,
1956. 114p. $2.50.
A simply written story of medieval days and of
a young boy's struggle to regain the castle that
was taken from him by a villainous uncle. Shan,
heir to Weldon Castle, and his mother flee for
their lives after Shan's father is reported to
have been killed on a hunt and his brother takes
over the castle. The boy and his mother find
refuge with a herdsman during the winter months
and in the spring Shan goes to Camelot, tells
his story to King Arthur and is given help in re-
gaining his castle. To make all things right,
Shan's father is discovered to be a prisoner in
the castle dungeon. There is no great substance
to the story, but it is written at a second grade
reading level and could be used as additional
material for beginning readers or for remedial
reading.
R Burr, Sybil. Night Train to Scotland. West-
7-9 minster, 1956. 208p. $2.75.
A highly improbably mystery set in northern
Scotland, that nevertheless becomes a good
story through its combination of adept writing
and well-developed characterizations. Holly
Gordon, on her way from school for summer
vacation with her parents at their island home
near Fort William, meets orphaned Ross
Mordley, a Merchant Navy cadet on leave. They
strike up a friendship that leads to Holly's
joining a troupe of traveling players with whom
Ross planned to spend his leave. In between per-
formances and visits to Holly's home, the two
work at tracing Ross's long lost, pirate ances-
tor. The villain of the story, a man who is try-
ing to keep Ross from his inheritance, is wholly
unbelievable, but the other characters are
realistic, and there is much of interest in the
activities of the troupe and in the experiences
of Holly and Ross as they mess about in boats
on the lake and firth near Fort William.
Ad Carroll, Ruth (Robinson) and Latrobe.
2-4 Digby the Only Dog. Oxford, 1955, 1955
47p. $2.75.
From the time he was a pup, Digby had been
the only dog on an island populated with a reason-
3able number of people and a plethora of cats.
It was small wonder then that Digby learned to
wash himself like a cat and even tried to say
"meow" instead of "bow-wow". Then the Captain
who owned Digby brought a boat load of dogs to
the island, and Digby had to learn to act like a
dog before they would accept him. He learned
everything except chasing cats, and this he would
not do nor would he allow any of the other dogs
to do it. An amusing idea, but the style is too
repetitious and wordy. The illustrations give
the book its chief value.
Ad Chalmers, Mary. A Hat for Amy Jean.
K-2 Harper, 1956. 30p. $1.50.
Bill Brown and his little brother, Tommy, set
forth one day to buy a very special hat as a
birthday present for their sister, Amy Jean.
Their adventures on the way to the story in the
nearby city, include a meeting with a dog and a
cat, both of whom are invited to join the expe-
dition; a picnic in the woods; a plane crash and
the rescue of its pilot, another cat; a helicopter
ride; and finally their arrival at the store where
they find just the right hat, which is given to
them by a friendly customer. Told with the
matter-of-fact tone of Come for a Walk, but
many youngsters may be perturbed by the un-
relatedness of events. The style is quite easy,
but the full pages make this a book to read
aloud rather than for individual reading by
children.
NR Charlip, Remy. Dress Up and Let's Have a
K-2 Party. Scott, 1956. 25p. $1.50.
While playing with his mother's pans one day,
John decides to have a party. He calls all his
friends and invites them to come over, in cos-
tume. They appear in outfits ranging from a
soap box to a ball of twine (meant to represent
a meatball and spaghetti). A very slight, rather
pointless story, with awkward, unattractive il-
lustrations.
M Cook, Bernadine. The Little Fish That Got
iC-2 Away; pictures by Crockett Johnson.
Scott, 1956. 64p. $2.25.
A picture-story book based on a reversal of the
usual fisherman's story of "the one that got
away". This time the little boy fishes for several
days without catching anything. Then one day he
catches three large fish, but the little one gets
away. The story is too long to hold the interest
of very young children. The simple style, writ-
ten at an upper second grade reading level,
would make the book acceptable as beginning
reading material, although the adult theme of
the story will have little meaning for most
children.
R Cook, Gladys Emerson. Circus Clowns on
4-6 Parade. Watts, 1956. 63p. $1.95.
Beginning with a brief historical survey of
clowns and circuses, the author then describes
some of the greatest of clown personalities
and a typical act of each. The illustrations are
in red and black, and are occasionally disap-
pointing when the text mentions certain colors
as being the characteristic of a particular clown
but the picture shows merely red and black. The
information is interestingly presented and will
have appeal for circus fans.
M Cosgrove, Margaret. The Wonders Inside
5-7 You. Dodd, 1955. 85p. $2.50.
A fairly simplified explanation of some of the
major parts and functions of the human body.
The actual information about the various or-
gans, muscles, nerves, etc. is generally
accurate. However, the author frequently intro-
duces poorly chosen metaphors that are not
wholly accurate and that lead to some strange
misconceptions-i.e., "Clocks can be trusted
-the big, old one . . goes exactly as fast as
the little jeweled one. .. ."; or the inference
that all of the body's "machines" function at a
steady, unvarying speed. Not as well written
nor as complete as the Beck, Human Growth
(Harcourt, 1949) or the Ravielli, Wonders of
the Human Body (Viking, 1954).
R Coy, Harold. Doctors and What They Do.
7-10 Watts, 1956. 183p. $2.95.
Beginning with a fairly typical situation of a
visit from the family doctor to a child with
measles, the author then discusses the many
aspects of modern medical work: diagnosis;
new medicines and techniques of treatment;
hospital, clinic and home treatment; medicine
in business and industry; army medical work;
public health work; psychiatry, and the training
of doctors. In spite of a tendency toward conde-
scension in the first part of the book, the
material is interesting and well-presented.
The book could have value as vocational guid-
ance material and for use with health and social
studies classes.
)M Crisp, William George. White Gold in the
•7-9 Cassiar. Dodd, 1955. 214p. $2.75.
A story of the gold mining country of British
Colubmia in the days when airplanes were
first being used there and when plans were
first being made for an Alaskan highway. Young
Scott Haliburton, on his way to join his father
at their gold mine on Osprey Creek in the Cas-
siar Mountains, met with a string of adventures
that included robbery and two attempts to mur-
der him. He finally reached the mine, where
4the accidents continued to happen. On a hunting
trip in the mountains he discovered a valuable
deposit of asbestos and uncovered the villains
who were responsible for the accidents. The
setting is interesting, but the story borders
occasionally on the melodramatic.
M Daringer, Helen Fern. The Golden Thorn;
7-9 illus. by Kurt Werth. Harcourt, 1956.
181p. $2.75.
A story set in Palestine and Pompeii at the
time of the birth of Christ. Mary, a young girl
living with her father and step-mother near the
village of Gibeah, is unhappy over her future.
She is in love with Mark, a shepherd boy who
has ambition to become a doctor, but after he
goes to Bethlehem one night and pledges his al-
legiance to the new born king, she thinks he
does not love her. She accepts work with a
wealthy Roman family in Pompeii, caring for
their crippled son, and there she learns many
of the ways of the pagan world. In the end she
returns to Gibeah and Mark. The story is slow-
paced and without real interest in plot or
characterizations.
NR De Leeuw, Adele Louise and Cateau. Show-
7-9 boat's ComingI. World, 1956. 221p.
$2.75.
Another novel with the setting of the college
showboat on the Ohio River. Lois Harding, prod-
uct of an upper-middle-class family, comes
to the showboat as a means of getting away from
her family's usual pattern of summer resort
life. She meets Ned Gorham, a baffling young
man with great histrionic ability and a strong
interest in history, and their romance follows
the usual pattern of ups and downs with the
final trend upwards. The events of the summer
are mildly interesting, although some episodes
border on the melodramatic and the authors
insert an occasional didactic note. The charac-
ters are not very convincing. Ned's approach
to history, which is supposed to be wrong, is not
made convincingly so, with the result that Lois,
who tries to reform him, emerges as a carping,
bullheaded person intent on having her own way.
The remaining characters are types.
down and came to like working on the lake boat.
The episodes in the first part of the book ring
much truer than Todd's experiences on the
lake boat, although they are interesting and
occasionally exciting.
NR Disney, Walt. Donald Duck in Disneyland;
K-1 told by Annie North Bedford; pictures
by Walt Disney Studio; adapted by
Campbell Grant. Simon & Schuster,
1955. 28 p. 251.
A very slight, pointless and confusing story of
Donald's experiences in Disneyland with his
three nephews. The boys get lost and turn up
in odd places and strange situations, but there
is never any explanation of how they got where
they are or how they get out of their predica-
ments.
R Downer, Marion. David and the Sea Gulls;
3-5 A Story in Photographs by Yolla Niclas.
Lothrop, 1956. 89p. $3.
Beautiful photographs and brief text tell of a
young boy's summer on Monhegan Island off
the coast of Maine. Much of David's time is
spent caring for a wounded gull and two abandoned
baby gulls. Although the story is obviously writ-
ten to fit the illustrations, it is skillfully
handled and makes interesting reading. An ex-
ceptionally attractive book.
Ad Dudley, Ruth H. At the Museum; photo-
2-4 graphs by Lewis A. Ogan. Melmont,
1956. 24p. $1.50.
A brief overview of some of the activities
carried on in a natural history museum. The
emphasis is on the kinds of work that are done
in the museum rather than the contents of the
exhibits, and the book would have been more
useful had there been clearer indications that
this is only one type of museum and that the
terminology used here does not necessarily
hold true everywhere else. For libraries need-
ing this type of information about natural history
museums the presentation is adequate. Follow-
ing the usual pattern for these books, there is
one full page photograph faced by a full page of
text. Written -t a beginning third grade reading
level.
Ad Dempsey, Vincent J. Cabin Boy. Coward-
7-9 McCann, 1956. 2 56p. $2.75. Ad Eaton, Jeanette. The Story of Eleanor
Thirteen-year-old Todd Morris enjoyed the 7-9 Roosevelt; illus. with photographs.
carefree life he followed on the shore of Lake Morrow, 1956. 252p. $3.95.
Erie, and he had no desire to leave it for a job A warmly sympathetic biography of Eleanor
on his father's lake freighter where he knew he Roosevelt, showing her development from a
would have to obey orders and work much harder painfully shy child to a poised, gracious woman
than he ever did on shore. However, he had who has become a well-loved, forceful figure
reached a point where his mother felt that she in American political and social development.
could no longer handle him and so his father de- Events and personalities are seen always from
creed that he should ship as a cabin boy as soon Mrs. Roosevelt' s point of view, although the
as school ended. During the summer Todd settled author has not over-emphasized the importance
of her subject in relation to those events and
personalities. Of special interest are the ex-
planations of the ways in which Mrs. Roosevelt
was able to help her husband by doing the travel-
ing and reporting that his health did not allow,
and her activities with the U.N. since President
Roosevelt's death. The whole tone of the book is
pleasant, and events are always presented in
their most favorable light, with the result that
the book lacks the depth and objectivity that
make good biography for high school and mature
junior high school readers. Adequate as an intro-
ductory biography for less mature readers who
might use it as a stepping stone to Mrs. Roose-
velt's own writings or to some of the other,
adult books listed in the bibliography.
Ad Edmonds, Richard W. Young Captain Barney.
17-9 Macrae, 1956. 248p. $2.75.
A fictionalized account of an episode in the life
of a colorful, although little known figure from
the early days of the U.S. Navy. The story
deals with the early youth of Joshua Barney,
and with his first major voyage when, at fifteen,
he became master of a merchant ship following
the death of the captain. In spite of his youth,
Barney commanded the respect of the crew
enough to take the vessel on to Nice and, after
a side excursion to help the Spanish at Algiers,
back to Maryland, dodging the British blockade
on the way. The writing is somewhat uneven,
and the author's prejudice against other races
weakens the book, which is otherwise a good
story and accurate in its portrayal of the major
events of this episode in Barney's life.
Ad Emery, Ann. First Love, True Love.
6-8 Westminster, 1956. 191p. $2.75.
Pat Marlowe, high school junior, consoled her-
self with thoughts of her frierd, Kenny, who was
away at college, but she would have liked better
to have a boy friend near at hand. Then Tim
Davis became interested in her and after a few
dates they found themselves deeply in love. The
story of Pat's junior year and her struggle with
the problem of whether or not to go steady makes
light, pleasant, non-challenging reading. Pat
seems a bit too immature and shallow, and Tim
somewhat too much the opposite but their story
has enough reality to make it acceptable reading.
SpC Farjeon, Eleanor. The Little Bookroom;
1- ~ illus. by Edward Ardizzone. Oxford,
1956. 302p. $3.
Twenty-seven short stories chosen by the author
as her favorites from her own writings. Some
of the stories are quite adult in tone and con-
cept and will have little to offer children.
Others are admirably suited to reading aloud
to children, and all reflect the author's writing
at its best. The book will probably have its
chief value for home collections as material
to read aloud at bed-time.
NR, Fidler, Kathleen. The Man Who Gave Away
9 Millions; The Story of Andrew Carnegie;
illus. by Hodgson. Roy, 1956. 155p.
$2.50.
A sentimentalized biography of Andrew Car-
negie that fails to bring him alive as a person,
and that gives a rather distorted picture of his
relationship to the rise of big business in
this country. The book is written from a defi-
nitely British point of view. In every instance
in which money is mentioned, dollars are
translated into pounds; some of the references
to events in American history are distorted
and not always accurate; the account of the
Homestead strike is heavily biased in favor of
management; and in discussing Carnegie's-
use of his money, the emphasis is wholly on
the endowments and charities which he estab-
lished in England and Scotland.
1Ad) Frangoise. Jeanne-Marie in Gay Paris.
"-2 Scribner, 1956. 32p. $2.75.
Jeanne-Marie leaves her friends, Jean-Pierre,
Patapon the sheep, and Madelon the duck, to go
for a visit with her aunt in Paris. There she
sees all of the sights of the city, and buys
presents to take home to her friends. There is
not as much story appeal as in some of the
earlier Jeanne-Marie books, but the gay, color-
ful pictures of Paris scenes will have appeal.
The book will make a nice gift for young
children who are going to Paris for the first
time. Written at an upper second grade reading
level.
NR French, Paul. Lucky Starr and the Big
79 Sun of Mercury. Doubleday, 1956.
191p. $2.50.
In much the same pattern as the earlier stories
about this hero, David Starr and Bigman Jones
are off to settle a new trouble spot in the
galaxy. This time the setting is Mercury, the
planet nearest the sun. Once again Bigman is
led astray by the red herrings that never once
fool Lucky; both Bigman and Lucky are almost
killed, and the villain is uncovered in a melo-
dramatic, emotion packed climax. An oft-told
tale, with nothing new but the setting.
.R/ Garst, Doris Shannon. The Golden Bird;
• 7 illus. by Panos Ghikas. Houghton,
1956. 152p. $2.25.
Tara is a young Tarascan Indian boy, living
in a small village near Lake Patzcuaro, who
longs for a burro of his own so that he can see
the world, which to him is represented by
Mexico City. How he earns his burro, trains
it, and does get to see Mexico City, although
6not exactly the way he had planned, is told with
a sympathetic understanding of the Indian people
and of their desire to retain the best of their
ancient culture at the same time that they are
learning to make use of new ways of living. The
story has some of the elements of Clark's
Santiago (Viking, 1955) but is much more simply
written.
more likely to cause children to turn away
from the book than to continue reading, it being
a highly moralistic tale with no humor and with
too obvious a lesson. Ten of the titles are
available in other collections; the other six are
not listed in Eastman or Children's Catalog.
Because of the uneveness of the appeal of the
stories, the book will be of most value in
storytelling collections.
R Goudey, Alice E. Here Come the Lions 1;
2-4 pictures by Garry MacKenzie. Scribner, R Greene, Marjorie Sherman. Cowboy of the
1956. 94p. $2.25. 4-9 Ramapos. Abelard-Schuman, 1956.
In easy reading, interesting style the author 189p. $2.50.
presents the African lion and the puma in their story based on an episode of the American
native settings and at their normal activities evolution in which the "Cowboys", a Loyalist
of rearing and training young, acquiring food, group, were raiding New York farms and keep-
and protecting themselves. Although the Infor- ing much needed supplies from the American
mation is presented in story form, the animals army. Geoffrey Blackburn, seventeen-year-
are not personified. At the very end, some old farm boy, serving as a spy for the army,
relatives of lions and pumas are identified and led Washington's soldiers to the hideout of the
pictured. Cowboys and was instrumental in capturing
; their leader. In spite of the misleading title
fNR Govan, Christine (Noble). Rachel Jackson, and jacket-the Cowboys are the villains of the
4-6 Tennessee Girl; illus. by Sandra James. story, and the hero was one of their number
Bobbs-Merrill, 1955. 192p. (Child- a few days only, and then as a spy for Washing-
hood of Famous Americans Series). ton-this is an interesting bit of historical
$1.75. fiction that will have added appeal for its basis
An insipid biography that not only suffers from of fact. The author indicates in a Foreward
the stilted writing characteristic of this series, where events have been fictionalized or tele-
but also is weakened by the inaccurate account scoped in the interest of a better story.
of Rachel Jackson's life. Although the facts of
her early life follow those given in adult biogra-
phies, the picture of Rachel as a vain incompe-
tent child does not agree with her description as
given in other sources. The last chapter in
which her adult life is summed up is worse
than useless, since it ignores completely her
first marriage and pictures her life with Jack-
son as all sweetness and light. It seems waste-
ful to give young readers a book with such in-
accuracies when they could get a true picture
from the Foster, Andrew Jackson (Scribner,
1951), which is written at about the same read-
ing level.
SpC Green, Roger Lancelyn, comp. Modern
4W Fairy Stories; illus. with color plates
and drawings in the text by E. H. Shep-
ard. Dutton, 1956. 270p. (Children's
Illustrated Classics). $2.95.
Sixteen modern fairy tales presented in their
original versions. The term "modern" is used
here in the sense of fairy tales with known
authors, as contrasted with the traditional folk
tales of no known origin. Only two of the stories
were published in the twentieth century. The
quality of the stories varies greatly from the
excessively didactic tone of early nineteenth
century stories to the humorously fanciful
touch of E. Nesbit and Kenneth Grahame. Un-
fortunately the first story in the collection is
NR Griffin, Velma. Fair Prize. Westminster,
'-8 1956. 185p. $2.75.
Jim Harmon, well on his way to becoming a
juvenile delinquent, is sent to his uncle's farm
for the summer while his parents are away
on a business trip. At first he is bored with
farm life and resentful that his parents have
left him behind. Soon, however, he becomes
interested in the baby lamb his uncle gives
him, makes friends with some boys on a neigh-
boring farm, and helps to solve a mystery in-
volving a uranium deposit. At the end of the
summer he is well-adjusted and is looking for-
ward to the next year when he can return to the
farm for his summer's vacation. A routine plot,
with considerable preachiness, and a melo-
dramatic mystery.
i M Gumplo, Alice Caldwell. Our School Play-
K-2 house; photography by Harvey 0. Han-
sen. Melmont, 1955. 31p. $1.35.
Simple text and full-page photographs show the
activities of a typical nursery school or kinder-
garten. The text is written at an upper second
grade reading level, but because the pictures
show kindergarten or nursery school children,
interest for second grade readers will be
limited.
S Harrington, Lyn. Stormy Summer; illus.
7-9 by Velma Ilsley. Abelard-Schuman,
1956. 190p. $2.50.
Janet Atkinson returned home to Georgian Bay
at the end of her senior year of high school dis-
satisfied with the idea of settling down in Hollow
Harbor, but certain her mother would not react
kindly to her desire to go away to college. Be-
fore the summer could get under way, her father
was injured and Jan and her younger brother,
Fraser, were left to handle the Susie Q. a tug
converted into a floating store, by themselves.
Their experiences among the islands, including
friendship with some archeologists and a part in
the discovery and apprehension of two escaped
criminals, makes good reading, although the
characters tend to be types more than individu-
als.
{NR Herron, Edward A. Signal Hill; illus. by
7--9 Clifford N. Geary. Knopf, 1956. 183p.
$2.50.
Mediocre story of the search for oil in the
1920's. After Rock Weston's father went bank-
rupt as a result of the work of an unscrupulous
foreman, Rock was determined to clear the
family name. Before that could be done, his
father died while rescuing a child from an
abandoned well. Rock set forth into the desert
to capture a bank robber and ended with the
robber, a gusher, and a clear reputation for the
family business. A poorly organized, unrealis-
tic story.
R Hightower, Florence C. Mrs. Wappinger's
6-8 Secret; illus. by Beth and Joe Krush.
Houghton, 1956. 280p. $3.
Charlie looked forward to the family's summer
vacation on Osprey Island for the opportunity
it would give him to dig for buried treasure. He
found an unexpected ally in Mrs. Wappinger,
an elderly and very eccentric woman, who was
convinced that treasure belonging to her ances-
tors was buried on her property. Although in-
terest is centered on the treasure hunt of Charlie
and Mrs. Wappinger, the activities of the rest
of the family and of the other islanders are also
brought in, and all are recounted in a vivid,
colorful style that brings the characters to life
as real, likeable, sometimes humorous and
occasionally exasperating people. An exception-
ally well-told story that shows real insight
into young boys and summer-weary fathers.
Ad Hurd, Edith (Thacher). Windy and the
2-4 Willow Whistle; illus. by Clement Hurd.
Sterling, 1956. 40p. $2.
Windy wanted a whistle on which he could play
tunes. He asked the bandmaster, the policeman,
the blacksmith, and the silversmith but they
could not help him. Then he asked the carpenter,
who told him how to make a willow whistle. A
rather slight story, illustrated with soft, wispy
drawings. Directions for making a willow
whistle are given on the back of the jacket.
SpC Jones, Mary Alice. Tell Me About Heaven;
,5" illus. by Marjorie Cooper. Rand Mc-
yrs. Nally, 1956. 72p. $2.50.
Twenty questions, typical of the kind children
frequently ask about Heaven, are presented
and answered in story form. The answers which
the mother and father give to their child's ques-
tions are quite sensible, but the story form
seems unnecessarily cumbersome. Most chil-
dren, asking the same questions, will want
just the simple answer rather than an obviously
contrived story in which a make-believe child
re-asks the question and is answered by a make-
believe parent. The stories could be used for
reading aloud in Sunday School to stimulate
discussion, but parents will find the book most
helpful for reading themselves as a source of
answers that can then be given in their own
words.
R Jupo, Frank. The Sweetest Story Ever Told.
3-5 Sterling, 1956. 40p. $2.25.
A discussion of the use of sweets from pre-
historic man's use of wild honey to modern
cakes, candy, ice cream, etc. The simply writ-
ten, interesting text is supplemented by humor-
ous but informative drawings.
NR, Kng, Robin. Burrito. Dutton, 1956. 63p.
K-2 $2.25.
Burrito, a Mexican burro, was happy with his
owners even though they were poor and even
though he and the mother of the family had to
do all of the hard work. Then he was sold to a
wealthy neighbor, but there he refused to work.
Returned to his original owners, he once more
worked, but now he forced the men to do their
share. The caricature illustrations and the
text perpetuate stereotypes that are objection-
able any place, and especially so in picture
books for young children.
R Kirkus, Virginia. The First Book of
3-6 Gardening; pictures by Helene Carter.
Watts, 1956. 69p. $1.95.
Much helpful information for the beginning
gardener on the preparation and size of a
garden plot, choosing and planting vegetables
and flowers, and the arrangement of plants
within the plot. The instructions are clear and
easy to follow. The many drawings and dia-
grams add to the effectiveness of the informa-
tion and the attractiveness of the book.
amer, Walther Smith. Treasure at Bar
; X illus. by Gerald McCann. Dodd,
1955. 152p. $2.75.
8The twins, Betty and Bob, are making their
first visit to Arizona, Their experiences on the
ranch run the usual gamut for stories with this
type of setting: a dust storm, rustlers, a rattle-
snake, a flash flood, a lost gold mine (that is
almost found), an accident to their guide (allow-
ing them to play rescuer), thirst (and a chance
to find out about the water in catus plants), and
a final plea for better Indian-white relationships.
Stock characters and situations and quite medio-
cre writing.
M, Kroll, Francis Lynde. Young Medicine Man;
-7 illus. by Charles H. Geer. Lantern,
1956. 189p. $2.50.
Very run-of-the mill story of a young Sioux
Indian boy, Little Eagle, who saves his own and
his friend's life when they are injured during
skirmishes with some Crow Indians. In the proc-
ess Little Eagle wins recognition as a warrior
and is accepted by the head medicine man for
training. There is little originality to the plot
or characterizations and the main value of the
book will be as easy reading material.
R Lent, Henry Biles. Men at Work in New
5-9 England, Putnam, 1956. 130p. $2.75.
Approximately twenty-three major industries
of New England, from clock making to fishing
are described, the history of each is briefly
traced, and the importance of each in terms of
number of people employed and volume of business
indicated. In general, specific trade names are
avoided. The book gives an interesting picture
of the development of industry in New England
and of its importance to that section of the
country.
R Lewellen, John Bryan. Tommy Learns To
2-5 Fly; illus. by Leonard Kessler. Cro-
well, 1956. 48p. $2.50.
In as simple a style as the subject will allow,
the author tells of his eight-year-old son's ex-
periences in learning to fly a plane. The ex-
periences are limited to actual flight, since
Tommy is too small to handle the plane during
take-offs and landings. Many of the basic princi-
ples of flight are included, both in the text and
in the illustrations. The text is easy enough for
upper second grade readers to handle alone.
Ad Liffring, Joan. Ray and Stevie on a Corn
3-5 Belt Farm. Follett, 1956. 63p. $2.50.
A book about two Iowa farm boys that has quite
obviously been written to fit a series of excel-
lent photographs. There is no plot, the account
simply describing the everyday activities of
the boys as they attend school, work and play
around the farm, and take part in 4-H Club
activities. Since this is a true account, even to
to the use of the real names of the boys in the
pictures, the book could be classed as non-
fiction and used for units on farm life.
R Liggett, Thomas. Pigeon, Fly Home 1;
6-8 illus. by Marc Simont. Holiday House,
1956. 189p. $2.75.
Pigeon racing had grown to be a favorite sport
among Chad Smith's friends and he entered into
the activities of the local pigeon club as en-
thusiastically as the rest. His flock was small
but choice, and he had great hopes for all ex-
cept one small peeper, later named Leyden,
that had been abandoned by its parents and was
mistreated by the other birds. In spite of some
razzing by some of the other club members,
Chad insisted on trying to save the peeper, and
it turned out to be a prize bird. In the final
big race of the season, Leyden was killed by two
hawks, but Chad had his reward in knowing that
she would have beaten the field had she lived
and in the warm testimonial given him and the
bird by the other club members. The story will
make absorbing reading for pigeon fanciers, and
has perceptive insights into human values for
general readers as well.
.,NR Llewellyn, Richard. The Flame of Hercules;
9 -12 The Story of a Fugitive Galley Slave.
Doubleday, 1955. 254p. (Cavalcade
Books) $2.50.
A story set in Herculaneum in the days immedi-
ately preceding that city's destruction by an
eruption of Mount Vesuvius. The story revolves
around the activities of young Garvan, prince
of Gaul and escaped galley slave, and his love
for Genessa Pinarii, daughter of a wealthy
Roman and dedicated to the temple of Diana.
The background, with its picture of Roman life
and of the conflict between the pagan and Chris-
tian religion is made only moderately interest-
ing. The story moves at an exceedingly slow,
dull pace.
R Lloyd, Mary Edna. Jesus, the Children's
1-3 Friend; pictures by Grace Paull.
Abingdon, 1955. 24p. $1.
A simplified re-telling of the incident in which
Jesus rebuked his followers for turning away
the children. The story is written at a middle
second grade reading level and could be used
as supplementary reading material for begin-
ning readers as well as an addition to Sunday
School collections.
6 Long, Eula. Pirate's Doll; The Story of
6 the China Poblana. Knopf, 1956. 71p.
$2.50.
A fictionalized story of the small Chinese girl
who lived in the home of Captain Miguel Sosa
and is supposed to have furnished the inspira-
tion for the Mexican costume known as the
9China Poblana. Meenah, daughter of a Mongol
prince, was taken from her father's ship by Dutch
pirates and sold to Captain Sosa at Acapulco. In
the Captain's house she was well cared for, but
she was not happy because her unusual clothes
caused people to stare and to make fun of her.
With the help of some Spanish girls she made
plans to cut up some of her Chinese robes to
make a new costume-and there the story ends.
The abrupt ending will leave many readers
dissatisfied and unless readers are already
acquainted with the China Poblana, the story
will give them little notion of what it is like.
R McClung, Robert M. Major, the Story of a
2-4 Black Bear. Morrow, 1956. 64p. $2.
A simply told story of the experiences of a
black bear from the time it is born until it is
four years old and ready to find a mate. The ac-
count is interesting and the bears acquire in-
dividuality without being in any way personified.
The illustrations add to the attractiveness and
appeal of the story.
V Macdonald, Marianne. Smugglers Cove;
6-8 illus. by Selwyn Dewdney. Macmillan,
1955. 208p. $2.50.
A melodramatic, cloak-and-dagger story set on
the Bay of Fundy. Kathy and Bert Kilpatrick,
vacationing at their aunt's cottage on the Bay,
meet Jim Norris, an orphan living with an aunt
and uncle on a nearby farm. With him they ex-
plore the countryside and discover some men
who, they think, are smuggling diamonds, but
the men turn out to be smuggling other men out
of the United States. The ones being smuggled
have been selling atomic secrets to the enemy
and are about to be captured by the police. The
children, of course, are instrumental in captur-
ing the man, with some assistance from the
police. There are several plot elements intro-
duced that are never developed and the writing
Sis quite mediocre.
(P MacKaye, David Loring. Trail from Taos.
It-9 Nelson, 1955. 191p. 2.75.
Sadventure story set in Taos, New Mexico, in
18-6. The Mento family were newcomers to Taos,
where Mr. Mento worked as a wagon train guide
for Bent and St. Vrains. Just before war broke
out between the Mexicans and the Americans,
six-year-old Squirrel Mento was kidnapped by
an Apache chief, and his older brother, sixteen-
year-old Squirrel Mento was kidnapped by an
Apache chief, and his older brother, sixteen-
year-old Jim, set out to find him. The story is
primarily about their adventures, ending at the
siege of Taos. Neither the plot development nor
the characterizations are up to the author's
usual standard although the book will be accept-
able for libraries wanting more adventure stories
of this period.
^A4x MacKellar, William. Danger in the Mist.
7-9 Whittlesey House, 1956. 159p. $2.50.
Another mystery story set in the rural, coastal
section of Scotland. Rick Davis was somewhat
bored at first with life in the small Scottish
town where his father was stationed while do-
ing some work for the government. Then Rick
became involved in a search for the lost treasure
that the clans were supposed to have gathered
to aid the cause of Bonnie Prince Charlie, and
life became almost too exciting. With his Scots
friend, Gavin, Rick helped to find the treasure,
to solve the mystery of two murders, and to un-
cover a plot to use the treasure as a means of
overthrowing the British government. The
story verges on the melodramatic at times,
but is swift-paced and the working out of the
plot is handled logically and without undue re-
sort to coincidence.
Ad McKeown, Martha Ferguson. Linda's Indian
4-6 Home; illus. with photographs by
Archie W. McKeown. Binfords & Mort,
1956. 79p. $2.50.
With full-page photographs and brief text, the
author pictures the everyday life of the Wy-
am Indians at Celilo Falls on the Columbia River.
There is no story, although the pictures and
text center mainly around Linda, the young
great-granddaughter of Chief Thompson. The
writing is quite uninspired and pedestrian, but
the photographs are good and will serve to
acquaint children with these modern Indians.
Ad Macmann, Elaine. Risky Business; illus.
5-7 by Leonard Shortall, Putnam, 1956.
127p. $2.50.
Faced with the need for earning some money
to buy the bicycle he so desperately wants,
Terry Morse decides to go into the business
of raising Thanksgiving turkeys. He starts with
ten young birds and ends up with eight that are
suitable for selling. One bird dies, and the
other, a runt, Terry gives to his best friends
who has helped raise the birds and has developed
a great love for the runt. There is some humor
to Terry's activities, although not much reality
to the ease with which he succeeds in raising
and selling his birds. The story has some of
the same elements of appeal as Barbara Rey-
nold's Hamlet and Brownswiggle (Scribner,
1954) although it is not quite as funny or as
well written.'
'Mt Malvern, Gladys. Stephanie. Macrae,
?"-9 1956. 221p. $2.75.
Historical romance of the time of Napoleon.
Stephanie Beauharnals, young niece of Jose-
phine's first husband, was taken into the court
after a childhood of poverty and neglect on her
great-aunt's country estate, and was, in time,
adopted by Napoleon. Dazzled by the life around
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her, she took on all of the bad and none of the
good characteristics of court life. For a time
Napoleon was in love with her, but when it be-
came politically expedient to do so, he married
her to the Prince of Baden, whom she first de-
tested and later came to love. The author has
drawn a rather starkly grim picture of life at
Napoleon's court, but her characterization of
Stephanie does not ring true and the ending has
all the elements of a Hollywood movie. No
sources are given for the characterizations or
the events, although the characters are all
drawn from history.
SpC Marshall, Catherine (Wood). Friends with
3-6 God; Stories and Prayers of the
yrs. Marshall Family; drawings by Barbara
Cooney. Whittlesey House, 1956. 48p.
$2.
A collection of poems, prayers and short stories
designed to help the young child feel that Jesus
is a close friend and is a part of the family. The
contents are best suited to home use. Barbara
Cooney's illustrations give the book appeal,
without being unduly sentimental.
R Means, Florence (Crannell). Knock at the
7-9 Door, Emmy; illus. by Paul Lantz.
Houghton, 1956. 240p. $2.75.
From the time she was nine, Emmy Lou Lane
had waged a steady battle for an education. Her
father, an itinerant pedlar of willow baskets,
saw no need for learning beyond an ability to
count and to sign her name. Her mother sided
with Emmy but was too down-trodden by the
hard life of constant traveling to make a real
effort to help her. Emmy had learned that if she
presented herself at the nearest school where-
ever the family stopped, she would be allowed
to attend classes for as long as the family re-
mained, and the public libraries in each town
became a rich source of treasure as soon as
she learned to read. With the advent of her fif-
teenth year, she began to try to persuade her
father to settle in one place long enough for her
to finish high school. She finally managed to
get her senior year all at one place and earned
a college scholarship that would give her the
training she needed to do social work among the
migrant workers. Her story gives a realistic
picture of modern migrant life, and if some of
the solutions seem a bit too easily achieved,
that becomes a relatively minor weakness when
viewed in terms of the story as a whole. The il-
lustrations unfortunately detract from the book
by negating the quite vivid word descriptions
of Emmy's ragged, dirty, and wholly nondescript
appearance at the beginning.
Ad Meeks, Esther K. Friendly Farm Animals.
K-1 Follett, 1956. 27p. $1.50.
In brief text and large, somewhat sentimental
pictures, the typical animals of the farm are
presented. A familiar theme with little origi-
nality to the text or illustrations. Although no
credit is given, the illustrations are the same
as those in Hartwell's Animals of Friendly
Farm (Watts, 1946; Follett, 1951). The text is
completely re-written.
M Montgomery, Rutherford George. Beaver
6-8 Water; illus. by Robert Doremus.
World, 1956. 214p. $2.75.
Jode Birch is spending his first year with his
older brother, Andre, an accomplished mountain
man, and is determined to prove himself "up
to beaver". The story of their adventures trap-
ping in the mountain region claimed by the Black-
foot Indians, adds little that is new for stories
of this type. The writing is smooth-paced and
gives a feeling for the dangers of life in this
section of the country. There is nothing in the
style, plot or characterizations to make the
book stand above other stories of the same era
and place, and the author's derogatory remarks
about the Indians are such as are no longer
considered acceptable in children's books.
M Moore, Lilian. Daniel Boone; illus. by
4-6 William Moyers. Random House, 1956.
64p. $1.
A brief, superficial account of Boone's life
from the time he was ten to his death. The
format is that of a picture book but the text
is written at about a fifth grade reading level.
NR Moore, Lilian. The Golden Picture Book
K-2 of Stories; To Hear and To Read;
pictures by Corinne Malvern. Simon
& Schuster, 1955. 48p. (A Fun-to-
Learn Golden Book). $1.
A collection of seventeen short stories, some
in rhymed prose. The stories are slight, often
pointless, and without literary merit. The
sweetly sentimental illustrations add nothing to
the text.
R Moore, Lilain. My First Counting Book;
4-6 pictures by Garth Williams. Simon
yrs. and Schuster, 1956. 22p. (A Golden
Book). $1.89.
A counting book designed to teach the young
child number concepts from one to ten. For the
most part pictures of animals are used, although
cabbages are used to illustrate "five", eggs for
"six", and acorns for "ten". The format is that
of the Garth Williams Golden Books-paper over
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heavy cardboard to make the pages, which are
then glued together, not sewn. According to a
specialist in methods of teaching arithmetic:
"The treatment is sound although the use of the
space is lavish- i.e., the entire book teaches
only 'counting to ten'. Must be read to child by
parent or other adult. The size of the pictures
and the verses probably actually tend to interfere
with the acquistion of the number concept-thus
the pages devoted to 'three' will absorb the
children's interest in mother, daddy and baby
horse, and the 'threeness' of the family group
is not the dominant feature. Nevertheless, as
books in this category go, this is acceptable
and really superior."
M Murphy, Ruby (Bradford). American
3-5 Riddles in Rhyme; illus. by John Dukes
McKee. Abingdon, 1955. 48p. $1.50.
A collection of 133 riddles about people, events,
places, andthings that are more or less Ameri-
can in nature or origin. The riddles hive little
to offer by way of literary quality or humor,
but they could be used in connection with the
celebration of special days. The answers are
grouped a; the end, by subject, but most of them
are very obvious from the clues contained in the
riddles
R N than, Adele Gutman. When Lincoln Went
4-6 to Gettysburg; illus. by Emil Weiss.
Aladdin, 1955. 2 2 1p. $2.75.
The e ents of the days leading up to and includ-
ing the dedication of the Gettysburg Cemetery
in 1863, as seen throughthe eyes of John Eckert,
conductor on the train that carried Lincoln from
Hanover Junction to Gettysburg and back. The
story, based on authentic records, makes an
interesting bit of Lincolniana.
Ad iNewberry, Clare (Turlay). Herbert the Lion.
K-2 Harper, 1956. 30p. $2.
A new edition of a story first published in 1931
and re-published in 1939. The story tells of a
little girl whose pet lion becomes a problem
when he grows large enough to frighten people.
The solution comes when the parents decide to
move to the country where the lion and the girl
will have plenty of room to play. An improbable
situation presented in a matter-of-fact way that
gives it humor and plausibility. The format of
this edition is smaller than the earlier edition.
the text has been shortened somewhat, and the \
illustrations have been re-done in two colors.
Ad' Ogilvie, Elisabeth. Blueberry Summer.
6-8 Whittlesey House, 1956. 187p. $2.50.
Sixteen-year-old Cass Phillips, overweight and
suffering all the pangs of adolescence, expected
her summer as waitress at the Mokinic resort
hotel to perform a miracle and make her sud-
denly slim and sophisticated. Instead of the
planned summer, she had to remain at home to
care for her younger brother, Peter, and the
house while her mother was staying with Cass's
injured sister and her father was away on his
fishing boat. In spite of the bad beginning, the
summer proved a good one as Cass learned to
get along with Peter and lost weight by careful
dieting. To make it even more interesting there
was her friendship with a young boy from a
nearby resort town, and an infatuation with an
older man, who turned out to be married and
a wastrel. The affair with the married man
ends too patly to be wholly convincing, how-
ever there are some good aspects to the descrip-
tions of Cass's growing pains and her increasing
honesty with herself to give value to what is
otherwise alight love story.
NR Olds, Helen (Diehl). Don and the Book Bus;
4-6 drawings by Ursula Koering. Knopf,
1956. 68p. $2.50.
Don Tracy finds life rather dull in the trailer
camp where his family has recently moved. At
first even the bookmobile fails to be very in-
teresting sinceDon does not like to read. How-
ever, after he has helped the librarian a few
times and has read and enjoyed a book his twin
sister checked out-Tom Sawyer-he decides
there may be some value to books after all. In
a highly improbable climax he helps prove to
the library board that the community likes the
bookmobile service and he persuades the
head librarian to give the old book bus to the
boys of trailer town to use as a club house.
SpC Opie, lona and Peter, comp. The Oxford
5,5 Nursery Rhyme Book; with additional
yrs. illustrations by Joan Hassall. Oxford,
1955. 224p. $4.50.
A collection of approximately 800 nursery
rhymes, riddles, counting out rhymes, jingles,
etc., illustrated with reproductions of old wood-
cuts and with additional wood engravings done
in the traditional style. The rhymes are intended
to be useful with children, but the format of the
book makes it more useful as a source book for
parents and other adults than a book for children
to use alone.
Osborne, Chester G. The First Lake
-6 Dwellers; illus. by Richard N. Osborne.
Follett, 1956. 128p. $2.50.
afictionalized account of how man may have
come to establish lake dwellings, remains of
which have been found in parts of Central Europe.
The story tells of Calling Hawk, chief of the
tribe, and his son, Arvi, who work together to
save the tribe from starvation following a raid
by a stronger tribe, and who teach the people
cooperation as a means of strengthening the
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tribe. The story makes interesting reading as
fiction, and will give children some understand-
ing of how social progress is made.
NR Pardee, Laura and Young, Elizabeth. Lucky
5-7 Days; illus. by Dorothy Bayley Morse.
Dutton, 1956. 127p. $2.50.
The two Day boys persuaded their parents to let
them take a job at a summer camp near their
home while Mr. and Mrs. Day were out of town.
The boys enjoyed their work at the camp, had
fun fishing and swimming, and tried hard to work
up a mystery involving two of the guests at the
camp, both of whom turned out to be respectable
scientists. The story is only mildly interesting.
It is weakened by the forced humor that comes
from constant attempts to pun on the boys'
name, and by the episode in which the boys enter
and search the cabin of one of the men they con-
sider to be a suspicious character.
NR Plimpton, George. The Rabbit's Umbrella;
3-5 illus. by William Pene Du Bois. Viking,
1955. 159p. $2.75.
An unsuccessful attempt at fantasy. The author
employs the form of a conversation between a
child and an adult that is continued intermittently
throughout the book as the adult tries to make
the story fit the child's specifications. As a re-
sult the story emerges from the point of view
of an adult becoming frustrated from his efforts
to please a child, and much that might have had
child-appeal is lost because of the adult over-
tones of humor and sublety. The story involves
a town in which three citizens are attempting
to keep the one remaining streetcar from being
discarded, a large dog is seeking a peaceful
place to live, and three ineffectual thieves are
trying to stage a robbery. The dog thwarts the
thieves, but they in turn reform and maintain
the streetcar as a part time trolley and part time
rolling restaurant. The rabbit with the umbrella
is a character the child wants introduced and
the adult does not want to bother with. A forced,
too whimsical tone, and humor that results from
an adult's amusement at a child's expense.
R Rhoads, Dorothy. The Corn Grows Ripe;
4-6 illus. by Jean Charlot. Viking, 1956..
.88p. $3.
When his father is injured, young Dionisio, a
Mayan Indian boy, takes on the responsibility
of clearing the family's fields and planting the
corn and other vegetables. Throughout the
drought that comes that year, he keeps his faith
and is rewarded when the rains finally come and
the harvest is assured. A pleasing, well-told,
though slow-paced story of modern Indian life
in one of the remote sections of Yucatan.
Chariot's illustrations are perfect for the story
and add to the attractiveness and appeal of the
book.
R Ripper, Charles L. Hawks. Morrow, 1956.
5-7 64p. $2.
Beginning with the use of hawks in legend and
as symbols, throughout time and the world, the
author then discusses the physiology, habits
and value of hawks to mankind. The material is
presented through simply written, interesting
text and attractive, informative illustrations.
The emphasis is given to the protection of
hawks as valuable aids to farmers.
M Robertson, Keith. The Phantom Rider;
7-9 illus by Jack Weaver. Viking, 1955.
222p. $2.50.
Seventeen-year-old Tim Cottrell, investigating
stories of a phantom rider near his New Jersey
farm home, discovers a girl whose father has
forbidden her to ride, and a horse that is being
neglected by the caretaker of the farm on which
it lives. He joins forces with the girl and in a
melodramatic and highly unrealistic climax
helps to persuade the girl's father to change
his mind, exposes the caretaker as a crook, and
unites the girl and the horse.
M Robertson, Keith. The Pilgrim Goose;
5-7 illus. by Erick Berry. Viking, 1956.
80p. $2.
A history of Connecticut, told through the ex-
periences of a series of families living on a
farm in Lost Valley from 1690 to modern times.
The first family, which settled the farm in 1690,
brought with it a pair of Pilgrim geese, and the
descendents of these geese play a part in each
of the succeeding episodes. There is little co-
hesion to the story, and the introduction of a
.phantom goose, presumably one of the original
pair, adds a note that will be more confusing
than meaningful for most children.
Ad Rowntree, Lester. Little Turkey; illus.
7-9 by Richard Bennett. Viking, 1955.
191p. $2.50.
Septimus Dudley Ellwood, whom his family
calls Eltee (LT), because his older brother
claimed that he looked just like a little turkey,
was the youngest child in a family of nine
children living on the lower slopes of the Sierra
Nevada mountains in California in 1900. Partly
because his rather secluded life on the family
farm afforded few opportunities to meet other
people, Eltee was painfully shy to the point of
becoming almost ill at the thought of meeting
a stranger. As he grew older, and especially
after he started to school, he grew out of his
shyness and learned to be as interested in
people as in the animals and plants around his
home. The story takes Eltee from his fifth
through his eight year and gives an interesting
picture of the life of that period. The author
is occasionally rather too obviously dealing
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with episodes from her own family history, and
her forcasts of the future bring the reader out
of the story with a jolt. Otherwise this is a good
story that will be particularly suited to family
reading.
R Schlein, Miriam. Deer in the Snow; illus.
K-3 by Leonard Kessler. Abelard-Schuman,
1956. 42p. $2.50.
Mild little story of a severe winter in which
three deer come to a house near their woods
for food. The children in the house watch them
all winter, and then look for them again at the
nearby pond when spring comes. A nice story to
read aloud both for its picture of deer life and
for the effect of the changing seasons on the
woods and pond. The illustrations, in soft colors,
add to the pleasure of the book.
R Schneider, Leo. You and Your Senses;
5-9 illus. by Gustav Schrotter. Harcourt,
1956. 137p. $2.75.
A fairly detailed explanation of the basic princi-
ples involved in the major senses of sight, hear-
ing, touch, smell and taste, with final chapters
on the nervous system and on senses within the
body. The explanations are enhanced by numer-
ous diagrams and easy experiments.
Ad Scott, Sally. What Susan Wanted; pictures
1-2 by Beth Krush. Harcourt, 1956. 42p.
$2.
Susan is the youngest member of a noisily vocal
family. When her birthday approaches, each
member of the family, except her father, under-
takes to tell her what she wants most. However,
Susan has a mind of her own and even though
she has to scream to make her wishes known,
she finally manages to let the others know what
she wants, and gets it. A rather slight story,
but one that may strike a responsive chord for
children who are in situations similar to that
of Susan. The text is written at a third grade
reading level, and will need to be read aloud
to children who are of an age to enjoy Susan's
problems.
SpR Sendak, Maurice. Kenny's Window. Harper,
2-4 1956. 60p. $2.
Kenny dreams one night of a fabulous land
where he thinks he would like to live always,
and he is given seven questions to answer if he
is to find the land again. His search for the
answers has many of the elements of the tradi-
tional fairy-tale quest, and like the fairy tale
hero, Kenny has help from various animals,
but the understanding of the answers to the
questions comes from within himself. It will
require the exceptionally imaginative child to
although there is much in each episode to appeal
even where there is not complete understand-
ing. The drawings are among Sendak's very
best.
Sp.CSheldon, Dorothy, comp. The Big Treasure
3-6 Book of Prayers and Graces; illus. by
Pelagie Doane. Grosset, 1956. 2 4 p.
(Big Treasure Books). $1.
A collection of 34 prayers and graces for use
by and with young children. The verses vary
in quality, but many are taken from well known
sources. Doan's illustrations are typical of
her work, tending toward the sentimental. An
adequate collection for home and Sunday School
use.
N.N Shutter, Lilly. Dorinda's Diamonds; illus.
6-8 by Veronica Reed. Nelson, 1955. 220p.
$2.75.
Dorinda Daly wanted to help earn enough money
to buy her father an artificial leg but her in-
tentions were often side-tracked by the more
interesting occupation of exploring the basement
of the old apartment building in which she lived.
Her explorations paid off when she found a
cache of diamonds in the basement and was
allowed to keep them, since the landlord had
told her she might have anything she found
there. An improbable story, with unrealistic,
poorly defined characters and a plot that is
wholly dependent on coincidence.
SpC Smither, Ethel Lisle. Later Old Testament
1-4 Stories; illus. by Kurt Wiese. Abing-
don, 1956. 80p. $1.50.
Five stories about Old Testament characters:
Ruth, David, Solomon, Ahab, Nehemiah. The
simple re-tellings are suitable for home or
Sunday School use although they do not have
much real literary merit. They will need to
be read aloud to most young children.
R Sprague, Rosemary. Heir of Kiloran. Ox-
8-12 ford, 1956. 220p. $3.
Gioia, beautiful young adopted daughter of the
Duke of Mantua, rebelled at the thought of being
married to the wealthy, but very elderly Mar-
chese di Spinola, although she realized that her
prospects of marriage were poor because of
her unknown ancestory. Before the betrothal
could be announced, the MacNeill brothers of
Scotland came to Florence seeking word of a
lost uncle and his wife. In time Gioia was
disclosed as being the daughter of William
MacNeill, the uncle, and she and Percy MacNeill
had fallen in love. The scene moves from
Florence to Paris and the court of King Henri
IV where Gioia and Percy are finally united.
understand the subtle overtones of the story, A mature, absorbing romance for older girls.
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R Steele, William O. Davy Crockett's Earth-
4-6 quake; ilus. by Nicolas. Harcourt,
1956. 64p. $2.25.
Hilarious account of Davy's adventures on a
hunting trip in 1811. When Davy went hunting
that year all he wanted was to find a few bears.
He found them all right, but then he ran smack
into the comet that appeared that year and the
earthquake that changed the course of the
Mississippi River. His struggles with the two
makes a very funny story, told with the flavor
of a real tall tale. Nicolas' illustrations add
to the humor and verve of the story.
R Stefferud, Alfred. The Wonders of Seeds;
5-8 illus. by Shirley Briggs. Harcourt,
1956. 119p. $2.75.
Beginnings with an account of the discovery of
some seeds, over 1,000 years old, that were still
capable of sprouting and growing, the author
discusses how seeds are made, how seeds
sprout, where we get seeds, the use of seeds in
reproduction of plants and as food, new develop-
ments such as hybrids, and simple instructions
for planting seeds. The information is presented
in a clear, straight-forward manner that makes
interesting reading.
R Sterling, Dorothy and Philip. Polio Pioneers;
5-9 The Story of the Fight Against Polio.
Doubleday, 1955. 128p. $2.75.
The history of the fight against polio from early
to modern times. The account begins with one
of the earliest cases on record-shown in a
pictograph from Egypt; tells of some famous
sufferers from the disease in the past, i.e., Sir
Walter Scott, and shows how modern medical
discoveries have made possible the work of
Salk and others in the field of polio prevention.
A readable text supplemented by numerous
photographs.
Ad Stoddard, Edward. The First Book of
5-9 Television; pictures by Laszlo Roth.
Watts, 1955. 63p. $1.75.
An introduction to the basic principles of tele-
vision presented in terms that will be meaning-
ful to most young readers. Some of the uses of
television, other than for entertainment are
mentioned, and some safety warnings given for
youngsters who might feel an urge to go explor-
ing in the back of their TV set. The material
is not as complete as the Bendick, Television
Works Like This (Whittlesey, 1954) but it will
be satisfactory for libraries wanting additional
titles on this subject.
R Stolz, Mary Slattery. The Day and the Way
8-12 We Met. Harper, 1956. 250p. $2.50.
A sequel to Ready or Not, told primarily from
the point of view of Julie, but also giving a de-
tailed account of the reaction of each member
of the family to Morgan's marriage and the
resulting break with her family. In turn the
reader sees Mr. Connor's rather futile efforts
to come out of his seclusion and help Julie and
Ned with the problems that Morgan had once
handled; Julie's struggle with her secret love
for Geoff, and her real attempt to understand
Ned; Ned's bewilderment as he tries to adjust
to the new order of things; and even Morgan's
own adjustment to the post-honeymoon problems
of marriage. The story seems rather diffuse
at times because of the lack of focus on one
main character, and an occasional incident,
such as Ned's brush with juvenile delinquency,
is over-simplified both in the statement of the
problem and its solution. The characterizations
are well-rounded and perceptive and the story
will have appeal for readers who want a novel
that gives them more than just surface emo-
tions and trivial problems.
NR Strong, Charles Stanley. Roll the Red
7-9 Wagons; A Story of the Volunteer Fire
Service. Dodd, 1955. 212p. $2.75.
An unsuccessful attempt to combine a story
and information in one book. The story involves
eighteen-year-old Chuck Stewart's experiences
with a volunteer fire department in New York
State. At the slightest provocation Chuck, his
father, and the other firemen interrupt the
action of the story to burst forth with encyclo-
pedia-inspired quotes on the history of fire-
fighting from early to modern times. There
is a contrived mystery and a phenomenal dog
that locates some hidden loot in a thief's apart-
ment after a single contact with the thief
several months earlier in another town when
the man tripped over him at a fire. Neither
good fiction nor useful information.
M Summers, James L. Trouble on the Run.
-7-9 Westminster, 1956. 2 16 p. $2.75.
Another story of the trials of a high school
student. This time Roger Holman, a junior, is
the reluctant hero. Like his predecessor in
Prom Trouble, Roger suffers from an inferi-
ority complex, unrequited love, and understand-
ing but often ineffectual parents. The story is
quite slow-paced, there being little action and
much soul-searching that seldom gets anywhere.
What action there is centers around efforts to
devise an original float for the city's annual
flower festival, with a slight sub-plot involving
Roger's efforts to win a place on the track
team.
(t Thayer, Jane. The Chicken in the Tunnel;
"2-4 illus. by Tony Palazzo. Morrow, 1956.
48p. $2.
A story based on a real episode in which a
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rooster stopped traffic in the Lincoln tunnel.
Squawky, a scrawny rooster on Mr. Hay's farm,
decided one day that he wanted to go to the
New York market with the rest of the chickens
just to see what it was like. By the time he
reached the Lincoln tunnel he had had enough
of travel, escaped from the truck and started
back home. Traffic was stopped while the tunnel
police chased him, and when he was finally re-
stored to Mr. Hay he was willing to settle down
on the farm and forget about the New York
market. There is some suspense to the story,
but the personification is only moderately
successful. The illustrations are the best part
of the book, and they are gay and colorful.
R Trevino, Elizabeth (Borton) de. A Carpet
5-7 of Flowers; illus. by Alan H. Crane.
Crowell, 1955. $2.50.
A gentle story of religious faith and a miracle.
Young Chema, blind and an orphan, came to the
village of Huamantha to seek refuge with Don
Nacho, a friend of Chema's grandfather. The
boy won the love of Don Nacho and the villagers
and was given permission to raise the flowers
to be used for the eyes of the Virgin of Guadaloupe
in the carpet of flowers that the village prepared
each year for the Church in Mexico City. After
great difficulty, Chema reached the church with
his flowers, and during the service his eyesight
was restored. The story is told with quiet beauty
and simplicity, and without sentimentality.
NR' Tunis, John Roberts. Buddy and the Old
5-7 Pro illus. by Jay Hyde Barnum.
Morrow, 1955. 18 9 p. $2.50.
A story of elementary school baseball (not Little
League). The Benjamin Franklin team approached
the end of the school year undefeated among the
Petersburg elementary school teams. Before
the season ended, however, the Francis Fisher
team, with whom they were playing the final
game, was taken over by a former professional
player who had recently moved to Petersburg.
McBride, the new coach, had been known for
his ruthless tactics as a player and he passed
on all of his tricks to his new team, so that
they were able to break the Benjamin Franklin
team's record and win the final game. Buddy,
the captain of the Benjamin Franklin team, had
long been an admirer of McBride, but when he
saw the man and his team in action, he learned
the difference between good, clean playing
and unsportsmanlike bullying. This is not a
very believable story. There is no explanation
of how the teams are organized or the schedules
arranged; of why Buddy's team has no coach
on hand when the games are being played; or
why the Francis Fisher team is allowed to have
the services of a former professional player
who is not a member of the school teaching staff.
In spite of the fact that in the final game the
Francis Fisher boys throw beanballs and use
their spikes against the Benjamin Franklin
team, none of the school officials who are on
hand watching the game makes any objection-
even though two Benjamin Franklin boys suffer
severe cuts from the other team's spikes. The
book is more an object lesson for adults (on
the dangers of intensive competition at too
early an age) than it is a successful sports
story for young boys.
R Udry, Janice May. A Tree Is Nice;
K-2 pictures by Marc Simont. Harper,
1956. 32p. $3.25.
A picture book designed to give the young
child an awareness of trees and their uses by
mankind. Trees are nice to climb, to swing in,
for shade, to make things beautiful, and for
many other uses that will be meaningful for
young children. The rhythmical text, written
in the style of Ruth Krauss, is pleasing to
read aloud. Simont's drawings, in black and
white and full color, convey perfectly the cool-
ness, strength, and fun of trees.
R Van Rensselaer, Alexander. Fun With Ven-
4- triloquism; drawings by John Barron.
Garden City Books, 1955. 6 1p. $1.50.
Simple instructions for the beginner who is
interested in learning ventriloquism. Empha-
sizing always the need for practice and patience,
the author gives detailed directions for the
breathing and vocal exercises that must be
mastered before attempts at real ventriloquism
can be made. The various types of dummies are
described and suggestions made as to which are
most suitable for beginners. A sample dialogue
is included. The book is illustrated with photo-
graphs and line drawings. A good addition to
hobby collections, and one that should also have
wide general interest.
NR WMells, Helen Frances (Weinstock). A City
9 for Jean. Funk & Wagnalls, 1956.
218p. $2.75.
A poorly written career-love story of social
work in New York City. Jean Abbott enters
social work immediately after graduation from
college and for her first assignment is given
the most difficult section in the city. In spite
of her lack of experience, she handles the
assignment with great aplomb and solves all
of her really serious cases in six months
time-at which point she quits to get married.
The characterizations, both of the main charac-
ters and of the persons involved in the case
studies, are superficial and stereotyped. The
attitude reflected toward clients is often conde-
scending, and the book reflects unsound and
improbable social work practices.
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SNR. Worline, Bonnie Bess. Sod House Adventure;
5-4 illus. by Kathleen Voute. Longmans,
1956. 147p. $2.75.
A very run-of-the-mill account of early home-
steading in Kansas. When the Dawson family
first built their sod house on the Kansas plains
there were no other families within miles of
them. Life could be lonely and occasionally
frightening, especially when the six children
were left alone while their father was making
the yearly trip to town and their mother was
helping a sick neighbor. The children's experi-
ences while alone range from caring for the
stock during a blizzard to helping to cure an
Indian's sick baby. For the latter service they
are rewarded with a palomino mare and stallion.
The writing is very uneven and the time element
becomes occasionally confusing.
Ad Zarem, Lewis. The Green Man from Space.
7-12 Dutton, 1955. 160p. $2.50.
While testing a new rocket research plane, Stoney
Summers, ace test pilot, sideswipes a strange
plane that promptly disintegrates. Stoney para-
chutes to safety in the desert where he finds a
strange green man who seems to be dead. The
man disappears and is found again in a nearby
cave. He proves to be a man from Mars who has
come to earth to find new species of algae, the
life substance of the Martians. Stoney returns
to Mars with the green man, in an earth-built
space ship, and learns a great deal about Martian
life before he returns to the earth, this time
in a Mars-built plane. Adequate science fiction;
not outstanding writing.
SpR Zimnik, Reiner. Jonah the Fisherman; tr.
1-4 by Richard and Clara Winston. Patheon,
1956. 63p. $3.
A highly sophisticated, amusing picture-story
book about a Paris fisherman who becomes
dissatisfied with the small fish that are all
anyone catches in the Seine. He finds a way to
catch big fish but is then asked by the other
fishermen to leave because they think he has
spoiled all the fun of fishing. He travels around
the world, using his new method and catching
big fish every place. Then he becomes home-
sick for Paris and the Seine and returns to a
life of contentment, catching only small fish,
The line drawings and the text have a great
deal of humor, although much of it is adult.
This is a book to be enjoyed in family groups
where the children are accustomed to listen-
ing to stories at all levels, from juvenile to
adult.
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